Abstract-Fieldbus
I. INTRODUCTION
Fieldbus is termed to set of network protocol of industrial computer that is applied for real time control. In order to compare different fieldbus system, it is necessary to understand the operation of their predecessor and different communication aspects. This can be evaluated with the OSI reference model that was published in 1984 as the international standard reference model of open systems interconnection (OSI).It is commonly said that fieldbus utilizes only three layers of the OSI model viz. physical layer, data link layer and application layer. The benefits of the fieldbus approach to inter-device communication in an industrial environment include lower costs, as a result of multiple point to point links that are replaced by a shared bus and the enhancement of the performance of the field device by removing the demand for central computing. The lower cost of fieldbus and the evolution of this technology have led to fieldbus gaining more popularity in communication between any type of controller and controlled devices where point to point links and analogue signals were traditionally used. The application of PROFIBUS include factory automation, drives and motion control, process automation and safety critical application. There are three types of variations used in PROFIBUS. First PROFIBUS DP is used for high speed data communication requiredin factory automation and building automation. Second, PROFIBUS FMS is used for object oriented and general purpose data communication in the cell and field level.Third, PROFIBUS-PAmeets the requirements of the process industry and offers applications for intrinsic safety and non intrinsic safety area and powering the field devices over the bus. PROFIBUS enhances efficiency of communication system by connecting a number of nodes over a single connection. This single connection not only eliminates the need for dedicated wiring for each node. It also allows reduced complexity, reduced investment and easier
Fig.1: Block diagram of Profibus controller board
The PROFIBUS controller board can be designed in VHDL and implemented on the Xilinx FPGA. The VHDL based programming skills will be established by an introductory course and VHDL literature. The implementation of VHDL based profibus controller board is made by design-entry, synthesis, simulation and programming of FPGA with the Xilinx ISE 12.4 design suit. Impact for loading programming FPGA through JTAG. Once the design meets the PROFIBUS requirement and specification, the design will be extended to meet the requirement of the VME BUS. The VME BUS specification defines an interfacing system that is used to interconnect the data processing, data storage and peripheral control devices in a closely coupled hardware configuration. The board has been designed with the following objectives  To allow the communication between VME interfaced devices independent of each other.  To specify protocol that precisely defines the interaction between the VME bus and devices.  To provide a system where performance is primarily device limited, rather than system interface limited. In this paper, it is suggested to implement a PROFIBUS controller board with Master -Slave. It is a bidirectional network meaning that one device, i.e. a master, sends a request to a slave and the slave respond to that request. It supports three layer of ISO/OSI model namely physical layer, data link layer and application layer. In a PROFIBUS communication controller board, physical layerrequired for data transmission andimplemented using FPGA and associated circuitry. Data link layer will beimplemented using FPGA and associated circuitry .It can be configured to be used as a master or a slave. It provides two types of Services FDL (Field Data Link Layer) andFMA1/2 (Field bus Management layer 1 &2).Application layer will be implemented on VME Bus compatible 68000/68040 based board running on RTOS OS-9,Which act as FDL and FMA1/2 user.
IV.
EXPECTED OUTCOMES FROM THE PROPOSED BOARD Through studies and analysis, the hardware and the system proposed, seeking to follow and achieve the aim andis expected to successfully follow and complete the following steps for getting an end module to serve as PROFIBUS communication controller board. These steps areto be generated various modules using VHDL coding then simulation of coding by generating test benches to test.
 Integration of all VHDL programs in a single unit and check the functionality of profibus protocol.  Hardware development of PROFIBUS Controller Board using FPGA by programming it.  To implement FDL services tested with 68040 and 68000 based CPU boards as FDL user.  Porting of the developed PROFIBUS protocol on the board and testing of the hardware circuitry for its full functionalities. Required features of proposed board:- VME A24 slave should interface with interrupt generation.  16Kb SRAM used for data storage.  16Kb shared RAM, shared by PROFI BUS controller board and VME BUS.  Possible two UART port:
 One RS232 port with baud rate 9.6k to 19.2K  One RS485 port with baud rate 9.6k to 10Mbps.  On board FPGA and associated circuitry to implement PROFIBUS PROTOCOL for  Master as well as for Slave mode of operation.  On board diagnostic and power on self-test facilities.  Buffering of last few telegrams send and receive.
V.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE PROFIBUS Controller board can be used in wide range of applications because of its general properties and it ensures secured data communication as its frame format maintains data integrity.Thedesign of a board will be with flexible, high data integrity, transmission efficiency with simple error detection and provides high data transfer rates. Profibus controller board can serve multiple functions like survey and analysis of several work and respective literature have been done. This survey results in selecting and capturing the approach which serve the desired proposed system.
